From steam simulations to low-lying fog to lingering haze, Le Maitres fluids fit a wide variety of applications.
Across the globe, theatres, production companies, arenas, theme parks, cruise ships, event organisers, the
military and emergency services rely on Le Maitre for high performing, realistic, reliable and safe smoke and
haze effects.

GLOBAL DELUXE SMOKE FLUID

LOW SMOKE FLUID

INDUSTRIAL SMOKE FLUID

QUICK DISSIPATING SMOKE
FLUID

Delivers a premium effect which can be used in all our
smoke machines. Produces a thick, white, practically
odourless smoke with a medium hang time. Available
in 5L and 200L and 400ml canisters.

Specially formulated for use by the Emergency Services
for breathing apparatus and fire safety training. Available
in 5L and 200L.

Used in a smoke machine in conjunction with the
Freezefog Pro. It acts in the same way as dry ice fog but
without the wet residue, creating a thick odourless
cloud of fog with a short hang time. It is non-irritating,
non-toxic, and non-flammable. Available in 5L & 200L.

Dissipates smoke quickly and is ideal for situations
where there could be a problem with smoke rising too
quickly. It is also ideal to produce steam effects and
nitrogen bursts. Available in 5L and 200L.

EZ KLEEN MAINTENANCE FLUID

SMOKE FLUID CANISTERS

PUREHAZE FLUID

C-BEAM HAZE FLUID

Preventative maintenance fluid for Le Maitre smoke
machines. Use on a regular basis to reduce blockages
and ensure a longer life for heat exchangers. Not for use
in haze machines. Available in 5L.

Specially formulated sugar-based solution produces
very dry and very long lasting haze. Designed to hang
in the air and accentuate beams of light, it results in
some of the best haze for lighting enhancement.
Available in 2.5L, 5L and 200L.

Smoke fluid canisters are pressurised cans of Global
Deluxe smoke fluid which plug directly into the Minimist
or Microfog smoke machines. Available in 400ml
canisters.

Exclusively formulated for use in the G300 when
operating in haze mode. Produces dry, long lasting
haze capable of covering large areas very quickly. Ash
content is very high. Available in 5L and 200L.

SUPER BUBBLE FLUID

Ready diluted for ease of use, can be used with most
generic bubble machines to create dryer, longer lasting
bubbles and minimise the residue problems associated
with other fluids. Creates the most transparent, vivid
bubbles which are also odourless and non-flammable.
Available in 5L and 200L.

ARCTIC SNOW FLUID

Ready diluted for ease of use, the fluid is used with the
Arctic Snow machine to create an amazing realistic
snow effect with no residue. Safe and non-toxic, it
produces a white, fluffy and light snow effect. Available
in 5L and 200L.
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